$

HOLIDAY ITINERARY
Choose a date and a support ratio that suits you!

Note: Some of the activities within the Itinerary are weather-dependent. The itineraries are based
on the participant interests and can be modified by staff or participants when deemed necessary.

$

The timeframes listed on the itineraries are a guide only.

1 : 3 P A R T I C I P A N T R A T I O (Friday to Sunday) – Participant Contribution $125.00
Time
5.00pm-6.00pm
6.00pm-7.30pm
7.30pm-10.00pm
8.00am-9.15am
9.15am-11.00am
11.00am-1.15pm
1.15pm-2.30pm
2.30pm-4.30pm
4.30pm-6.00pm
6.00pm-8.30pm

8.30pm-10.00pm
8.00am-9.15am
9.15am-11.00am
11.00am-4.00pm

4.00pm-5.00pm

Activity
FRIDAY
Meet and Greet, Induction and Settle In
Let's Cook! Entrée, Main and Dessert all cooked by us!
Find a good movie to watch, or let's plug in the Karaoke!
SATURDAY
Breakfast Cook-up (Bacon, Eggs, French Toast)
Shower, and get ready for the day!
Let’s check out the Space Exploration Centre in the CBD! How cool!
We’ll grab some lunch at a nice restaurant on Rundle Street. What do you feel
like? We’ll pick a nice place with outdoor dining to enjoy the nice weather.
After Lunch, we’ll head to the MOD Space Centre on North Terrace (closes 4pm).
Arrive back at HQ, get showered and dressed for a night out!
Let's jump around the corner to Plant 4 at Bowden for a nice meal and the
markets (outdoor dining).
All different types of cuisine and some delicious desserts!
Back at HQ, get into your pyjamas, grab a nice cup of tea to wind down!
SUNDAY
Shower, and get ready for the day!
Lets go for a walk to get a nice brekky - Frothers @ Allenby Gardens (outdoor
dining).
Experiment day in The Warehouse! We'll make Lava Lamps, marshmallow
structures and fluffy slime! We'll have lunch and make some delicious mocktails,
too!
Pack Up, Ready to depart

1 : 1 P A R T I C I P A N T R A T I O (Sunday to Monday) – Participant Contribution $75.00
Time
5.00pm - 6.00pm
6.00pm-8.30pm
8.30pm-10.00pm
8.00am-9.15am
9.15am-11.00am
11.00am-3.00pm

3.00pm-4.00pm

4.00pm-5.00pm

Activity
SUNDAY
Meet and Greet, Induction and Settle In
Nice dinner at a nearby café of your choice (outdoor dining). Yum!
Cup of Tea or Hot Chocolate with some TV or a movie, and ready for bed!
MONDAY
Breakfast! Bacon and eggs or pancakes to get your morning moving.
Get showered, dressed, and ready for the day!
Drive to the Mount Lofty Summit café! Take in the views of Adelaide and the sea,
and then we will explore the Mount Lofty Botanic Gardens! Grab a cool drink for
the walk.
Experiment time! What cool chemical reactions can you make from some everyday
items? Make some silly slime and a see what happens when you add vinegar to
milk! Use a balloon, some glue, and some string to make cool DIY lamp! Pop the
balloon last and see what happens! Take it home.
Pack Up, Ready to depart

